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can visit La Casa de los Picos or Antonio Machados house. The cathedral is enormous and extraordinary. You cant leave the city without visiting it. There is a ... 
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SEGOVIA



SEGOVIA Segovia is an old city. It is wonderful and its streets are always clean, those nice streets of cobblestone and stone. It is a very good place to visit if you are not in a hurry, because there are a lot of things to see. The first thing you have to do is to find a good hotel to stay in. There are a lot of hotels: Partner Ayala Berganza Hotel, Los Linajes Hotel. Los Arcos Hotel, Corregidor Hotel, Infanta Isabel Hotel, The Comendador Hotel... Partner Ayala Berganza is an excellent hotel. It is an old mansion that has been restored to turn into a hotel. Where can you go to eat?. Segovia is well known because of its food, especially its roast pork. If you want to eat good roast pork or have a romantic supper seeing the aqueduct, the best restaurant you can visit is Candido tavern. And after a fantastic lunch you can visit the wonderful and majestic castle. Its origin is unknown; nobody knows when it was built. The Catholic kings lived in it, Alfonso X and FernandoIII, also lived in it. Then you can visit La Casa de los Picos or Antonio Machados house. The cathedral is enormous and extraordinary. You cant leave the city without visiting it. There is a little church, the Church of Veracruz. Its original of the order or the Templars, and it reminds us of a Saint sepulchre of Jerusalem. You can find an Emilio Castelars letter in it. Near there you can take fantastic photos of the castle. Come on! It is a very interesting city. How long are you going to wait to come? Dont be silly or boring. Come to Segovia. Irene Gracia Romero, 4th F, 15
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food, it is better that you go to a good restaurant or a tavern, if you like tapas, you can go to places as Lizarran, Baviera, Cactus Cantina, el Corregidor, ...
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Comenius project 

Centre Educatif Européen. ○ School in the ... Education. ○ 2,5 years – 6 years : nursery school. ○ 6 years – 12 years : primary school. ○ 12 years – 18 years ...
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Symmetry - Comenius Nemo Project 

... part in making the assignments. Students worked in pairs or in small groups. We had some lessons together, where teachers gave the general advice about.
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Projet Comenius - COMENIUS - The world in my class 

4 I am in the same class as last year. Yes. No. 5 In the class. I feel well not bad bad. 6 At the moment I think that my level of the host language is good sufficient.
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2010 - Comenius Nemo Project 

Taking into consideration that 400 cm2 of green crystal have been used, how many squared ... Calculate the area of an A4 paper sheet. 3. Calculate the area of ...
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Diapositiva 1 - Comenius Nemo Project 

ITALIAN. ART. SPANISH. FINNISH. FRENCH. ENGLISH. 7 kiuruvesi 28 april - 5 may 2010 ... BUT IT WASN'T EASY! 17 kiuruvesi 28 april - 5 may .... C1 symmetry is the same as no symmetry: a rotation of order 1 is not really a rotation, since ...
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brochure inglese - Comenius Nemo Project 

ISTITUTO COMPRENSIVO MONTE GRAPP. A - BUSSERO- IT. AL ... DEPARTURE comenius nemo new mathematics objectives foligno. 13-20 novembre 2009 ...
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Jean Amos Comenius La Grande Didactique Traite De Lart 

PDF File: Jean Amos Comenius La Grande Didactique Traite De Lart ... book collection which is incorporate numerous choice, for example university or college ...
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Comenius project "In orbit with Europa" - DBR Astronomie .fr 

Nov 3, 2011 - Now increase the radius in SalsaJ by 2 and measure the intensity of the same star again. Add the new data to your spreadsheet. Repeat this ...
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Jan Amos Comenius - International Bureau of Education - Unesco 

Mais ces ouvrages ne sont à ses yeux qu'une étape vers des buts bien plus larges : il ne vise à rien de moins qu'une réforme ... Mais ce n'est encore à ses yeux qu'un ouvrage de second plan, son grand problème étant de plus en plus la ..... Lux e ten
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Welcome on board - COMENIUS - The world in my class 

comers (primo-arrivants) in an educational european system. It is supposed to achieve an. â€œideal classâ€� in order to create a successful integration of the ...
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French presentation - Comenius : CollÃ¨ge Salvadore Allende ; RezÃ© 

Anyway, I'm happy to have helped the planet." Alice said: "I didn't change my habits because I was already helping the planet. But I didn't like collecting waste.".
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Resolution Booklet EYP the Netherlands - Comenius 2020 Vision 

doping practices in sport;. 3. ... C. Emphasising that banks should financially contribute to measures taken to ... scheme, completely funded by Eurozone banks. .... projects whose results will be published in line with the principles of Open.
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Jan Amos Comenius - International Bureau of Education - Unesco 

seconde enfance, l'école latine ou gymnase pour les grands et les académies pour les étudiants. .... maître de gymnase. C'est alors qu'il développe ses réflexions sur l'éducation, s'appuyant notamment sur Bacon et Campanella, « heureux restaurateurs 
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Topic Overviews EYP the Netherlands - Comenius 2020 Vision 

Doping is the practice of using a drug or blood product to improve athletic performance ... Another factor which causes the low number of blood tests, is a conflict of interest between ... List of performance-â€�â€‘enhancing drugs and their effect: .
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